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TECHNICAL SKILLS 

 HTML/CSS 
 JavaScript 

 Web/UI designer
  

 

LANGUAGES 

 English 

 Esan/Benin 

 Yoruba 

 

HOBBIES 
 Chess(Fide) 
 Coding 
 Cooking 
 Reading 

 

 

 Geological Mapping 

 Data Interpretation 

 Proficient in Microsoft Office 

Suite (PowerPoint, Excel) 

 AutoCAD 

 Effective Communication 

 Welding/Fabrication 

 Masonry 

 

  

 

 OTHER SKILLS 

OBJECTIVE 

 As a self-taught frontend developer and a dual graduate in Applied 

Geophysics and Welding/Fabrication, my curiosity and journey in the digital world 

has been driven by my passion and commitment to creating exceptional user 

experiences. Equip with a worthy portfolio showcasing my self-motivation and 

technical proficiency which stand as testament to my abilities. I am excited about 

the opportunity to contribute my self-taught expertise to a forward thinking 

organization. 

  Proficient in Geophysical exploration, data analysis, and the application of 

geophysical principles to address real-world challenges. My multidisciplinary 

background reflects adaptability, problem-solving skills, and a holistic approach to 

addressing challenges—qualities that I believe will bring value to any dynamic 

work environment. 

 

 

 

EDUCATION: 

Graduated January/2023 Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.), Ekiti State          
University, Ado-Ekiti, Ekiti State 

 Applied Geophysics 
 
Graduated October/2017 National Diploma (ND), Petroleum Training 

Institute, Effurun Warri Delta State. 
 Welding and Fabrication Engineering Technology  
 
 

 

PROJECTS: 
 
Creative Bank App: 
 I developed a feature-rich banking application using HTML, CSS, and 

JavaScript. Key functionalities include secure user authentication, transaction 

history tracking with sorting options, seamless fund transfers, loan application 

capability, and an intuitive account deletion feature. The user-friendly interface 

enhances overall usability, offering a comprehensive banking experience. 

Creative Shopper Website: 
I crafted a dynamic E-commerce platform for computer gadgets using HTML, 

CSS JavaScript and React js. Features include seamless "Add to Cart" functionality, 

efficient category filtering and a login/sign up functionality. The project prioritizes a 

direct and visually appealing UI/UX for an enhanced online shopping experience. 

Blend Cut Salon: 

 I developed a sleek and user-friendly barber salon website using HTML, CSS, 

and JavaScript. Key features include easy service booking, appointment 

scheduling, and a stylish service catalog for male and female styles, seamless 

navigation, and a testimonial section for customer feedback. 

Personal Portfolio Website Project: 

I developed a dynamic personal portfolio website using HTML, CSS, and 

JavaScript, designing an intuitive and visually appealing user interface to showcase 

various projects and skills. I implemented responsive design principles to ensure 

optimal viewing across devices and integrated a contact form for user 

engagement. I regularly update and expand the portfolio with new projects to 

reflect evolving skills and capabilities. 

More project on my portfolio website: https://heart-portfolio-

henna.vercel.app/#header 

ww.CreativeHeart.com 

CERTIFICATIONS 

 SASS 
 React  
 Creativity 

 

 Build Responsive Real-Word with 
HTML and CSS 

 The complete JavaScript Course: From 
Zero to Expert! 

 Advance CSS and Sass: Flexbox, Grid, 
Animation and More! 

 User Experience Design Essentials – 
Adobe XD UI UX Design 

 The Ultimate React Course 2024: 
React, Redux & More 

 Web Design for Web Developers: Build 
Beautiful Websites! 

 Diploma in Computer Proficiency  
 Diploma Certificate in AutoCAD and 

Design 

 Diploma in Computer Proficiency  
 Diploma Certificate in AutoCAD and 

Design 

ONLINE CERTIFICATIONS 


